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Three Ways to Capsize a Boat
Rosie Black is on the run to save her family and
uncover the truth. Five hundred years into the future,
the world is a different place. The Melt has sunk most
of the coastal cities and Newperth is divided into the
haves, the "Centrals"; the have-nots, the "Bankers";
and the fringe dwellers, the "Ferals". Rosie Black is a
Banker. When Rosie finds an unusual box, she has no
idea of the grave consequences of her discovery. A
mysterious organisation wants it - and will kill to get
it. Forced to rely on two strangers, Rosie is on the run.
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But who can she trust? Pip, the too attractive Feral, or
the secretive man he calls boss? From Earth to Mars,
Rosie must learn the secrets of the box - before it's
too late.

Genesis
Sixty-six books written by forty people over nearly
2,000 years, in two languages and several different
genres. The Bible is clearly no ordinary book. How can
you begin to read and understand it as a whole? This
excellent overview gives you the big picture,
providing both the encouragement and the tools you
need to read the Bible with confidence and
understanding.

The Covering
In the future, girls labeled "juvies" or "mindcrips" are
taken from their families and sent to the prison-like
City Community Faith School, but LIttle Fearless
decides to break out, and embarks on a dangerous
mission to try to free the girls from their miserable
captivity.

Things a Map Won't Show You
Seeing Rosie M. Hill today, you might be surprised at
her painful beginnings. Now confidently carrying
descriptors such as wife, mother, college graduate,
neurodiagnostic technologist, author, co-founder of
the Fruit of Forgiveness Ministry, and national
speaker, Rosie once suffered under the weight of
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labels such as abuse victim, high school dropout,
unwed mother, and two-time divorcee. So what led
her from victim to victor? Rosie's personal memoir,
The Covering: A True Journey, describes her search
for answers and reveals the deep truths she
discovered. Her journey may have begun with the
question, "Why me?" But it eventually expanded to
include all of humanity-asking simply, "Why?" Our
enemy, she learned, is ignorance. We are all
deceived; and while some ignorance is personal,
some is universal. Not content to find only the
personal answers for her own life, Rosie sought long
and hard to find the universal answers that offer life
to everyone. So, where does this harmful ignorance
stem from? How does it affect us? How do we combat
it? As a child, Rosie suffered abuse. But what kept her
in bondage was her ignorance-layers of deceit that
weighed her down and covered up the truth. We all
suffer under the weight of these false coverings, and
our freedom lies in discovering them and removing
them, one by one. The point is not to be uncovered,
but to exchange our false coverings with the one true
covering given by God, a covering that offers life
rather than death. Whatever obstacles you faceabuse, discrimination, loss, or low self-esteem-there is
a way through them. By sharing her own story, Rosie
reveals the path we all can follow toward truth and a
life lived with joy. Her story inspires the courage to
hope for change and step out in faith on our own
journey. Encouraged by a friend to write a book about
her life story, Rosie declares, "After all was said, done,
and written down, the writing healed my insides.
That's what counts, right? What's on the inside? Mine
is more than a story of innocence lost and wisdom
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found. It's more than finding things aren't always
what they seem. It's living alongside what a child is
told in spite of what she knows. In this case, it's
what's on the outside that counts most of all."
Shakespeare once wrote, "Tell the truth and shame
the devil." But Rosie discovered an even deeper
wisdom: learn the truth and beat the devil. The
Covering shines a light on the God-guided path from
victim to victor. Through tenacity, I know that what
happened to me was not accidental-was not
coincidental, but providential. I was born to tell the
story.

The Interrogation of Ashala Wolf
"A panoramic experience that tells the story of
Beastie Boys by band members ADROCK and Mike
D"--Provided by publisher.

The Erotic Adventures of Rosie Peaks
La moria grandissima began its terrible journey across
the European and Asian continents in 1347, leaving
unimaginable devastation in its wake. Five years
later, twenty-five million people were dead, felled by
the scourge that would come to be called the Black
Death. The Great Mortality is the extraordinary epic
account of the worst natural disaster in European
history -- a drama of courage, cowardice, misery,
madness, and sacrifice that brilliantly illuminates
humankind's darkest days when an old world ended
and a new world was born.
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The Amber Moon
Another terrifying sci-fi page-turner from the author of
The Tomorrow Code! Las Vegas is gone--destroyed in
a terrorist attack. Black Hawk helicopters patrol the
skies over New York City. And immersive online
gaming is the most dangerous street drug around. In
this dystopic near-future, technology has leapt
forward once again, and neuro-headsets have
replaced computer keyboards. Just slip on a headset,
and it's the Internet at the speed of thought. For teen
hacker Sam Wilson, a headset is a must. But as he
becomes familiar with the new technology, he has a
terrifying realization. If anything on his computer is
vulnerable to a hack, what happens when his mind is
linked to the system? Could consciousness itself be
hijacked? Before he realizes what's happened, Sam's
incursion against the world's largest
telecommunications company leads him to the heart
of the nation's cyberdefense network and brings him
face to face with a terrifying and unforeseen threat.

The Confession
For fans of Marie Lu comes the first book in an epic
series that bends the sci-fi genre into a new
dimension. “A truly beautiful novel that redefines the
form." —Victoria Aveyard, bestselling author of Red
Queen This morning, Kady thought breaking up with
Ezra was the hardest thing she’d have to do. This
afternoon, her planet was invaded. The year is 2575,
and two rival megacorporations are at war over a
planet that’s little more than a speck at the edge of
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the universe. Now with enemy fire raining down on
them, Kady and Ezra—who are barely even talking to
each other—are forced to evacuate with a hostile
warship in hot pursuit. But their problems are just
getting started. A plague has broken out and is
mutating with terrifying results; the fleet’s AI may
actually be their enemy; and nobody in charge will
say what’s really going on. As Kady hacks into a web
of data to find the truth, it’s clear the only person who
can help her is the ex-boyfriend she swore she’d
never speak to again. Told through a fascinating
dossier of hacked documents—including emails,
maps, files, IMs, medical reports, interviews, and
more—Illuminae is the first book in a heart-stopping
trilogy about lives interrupted, the price of truth, and
the courage of everyday heroes. “Prepare yourselves
for Illuminae.” —EW.com “[Y]ou’re not in for an
ordinary novel experience. . . .” —Bustle.com “A truly
interactive experience. . . . A fantastically fun ride.”
—MTV.com ★ “[O]ut-of-this-world awesome.” —Kirkus
Reviews, starred ★ “…stylistically mesmerizing.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred ★ “[A]n arresting visual
experience.”—Booklist, starred ★ “[A] gamechanger.” —Shelf Awareness, starred “Brace yourself.
You're about to be immersed in a mindscape that
you'll never want to leave.” —Marie Lu, bestselling
author of the Legend trilogy "Genre: Undefinable.
Novel: Unforgettable." —Kami Garcia, bestselling
coauthor of Beautiful Creatures & author of
Unbreakable “An exuberant mix of space opera,
romance, zombies, hackers, and political thrills.”
—Scott Westerfeld, bestselling author of Zeroes and
Uglies “Stunningly creative. Smart, funny, and
romantic.” —Veronica Rossi, bestselling author of
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Under the Never Sky “This is one of those rare books
that will truly keep your heart pounding.” —Beth
Revis, bestselling author of Across the Universe “This
book is xxxxing awesome.” —Laini Taylor, bestselling
author of Daughter of Smoke and Bone From the
Hardcover edition.

Beastie Boys Book
A brilliant and chilling dystopia for a new generation
in the tradition of Brave New World. “‘Explain to us
why you wish to enter The Academy.’” Anaximander,
a young Academy candidate, is put through a
gruelling exam. Her special subject: the life of Adam
Forde, her long-dead hero. It’s late in the 21st century
and the island Republic has emerged from a ruined,
plague-ridden world, its citizens safe, but not free,
and living in complete isolation from outside contact.
Approaching planes are gunned down, refugees shot
on sight. Until a man named Adam Forde rescued a
girl from the sea. “Anaximander, we have asked you
to consider why it is you would like to join the
Academy. Is your answer ready?” To answer that
question, Anaximander must struggle with everything
she has ever known about herself and her beloved
Republic’s history, the nature of being human, of
being conscious, and even what it means to have a
soul. And when everything has been laid bare, she
must confront the Republic’s last great secret, her
own surprising link to Adam Forde, and the horrifying
truth about her world. From the Hardcover edition.

Jimmy Page: the Anthology
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A book of Jewish myth and thinking, the Book of
Enoch was a book that was widely used in the first
century as a point of reference in Jewish belief. While
it is largely unknown exactly when the book was
written, it was known to have been written by the
time of the New Testament since a passage in the
book of Jude comes from this source. While not
canonical, this book is an interesting tool to
enlightening the myths Jews held onto at the time of
Biblical writing.

Gemina
Three Pakistani-American teenagers, on a trip through
the land of pork ribs, mechanical bulls, and
Confederate flags. It’s going to be quite an adventure.
The summer after her freshman year of college,
Mariam is looking forward to working and hanging out
with her best friends: irrepressible and beautiful
Ghazala, and religious but closeted Umar. But when a
scandalous photo of Ghaz appears on a billboard in
Times Square, Mariam and Umar come up with a plan
to rescue her from her furious parents. And what
could be a better escape than a spontaneous road trip
down to New Orleans? With the heartbreaking
honesty of Julie Murphy’s Dumplin’ mixed with with
the cultural growing pains and smart snark of When
Dimple Met Rishi, this wry, remarkable road-trip story
is about questioning where you come from—and
choosing the family that chooses you back.

The Earthsea Quartet
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Rabbit isn't sure he'll ever be brave enough to go on
an adventure. He's a homebody who lives in a quiet
field of wheat he dreams of leaving every night. His
world is enlarged by his friend Dog and Dog's tales of
motorbike adventures. But one day, Dog is gone, and
with him, go the stories Rabbit loves so much. Dare
Rabbit pick up the motorbike and live his own story?
This timeless fable of the journey from grief to
acceptance will touch every reader. For those
confronting loss and those eager to explore and
experience, Rabbit's bravery in the face of sadness
will console, nurture, and inspire.

Arcadia
This #1 New York Times bestseller is the first book in
a new series set in Chris Colfer's Land of Stories
universe, perfect for both new and longtime fans!
When Brystal Evergreen stumbles across a secret
section of the library, she discovers a book that
introduces her to a world beyond her imagination and
learns the impossible: She is a fairy capable of magic!
But in the oppressive Southern Kingdom, women are
forbidden from reading and magic is outlawed, so
Brystal is swiftly convicted of her crimes and sent to
the miserable Bootstrap Correctional Facility. But with
the help of the mysterious Madame Weatherberry,
Brystal is whisked away and enrolled in an academy
of magic! Adventure comes with a price, however,
and when Madame Weatherberry is called away to
attend to an important problem she doesn't return.
Do Brystal and her classmates have what it takes to
stop a sinister plot that risks the fate of the world, and
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magic, forever? Fall in love with an all-new series from
Chris Colfer, the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of the Land of Stories, filled with adventure,
imagination, and wonderfully memorable characters
both familiar and new. A #1 New York Times
bestsellerAn IndieBound bestseller A USA Today
bestseller A Wall Street Journal bestseller

Cathood
Age range 14 to 17 Superman never had this
problem. James can fly, though his landings need
some work. However, that’s the least of his problems
when he crash lands into a city in the clouds. Soon
James is drawn into a race against time to find the
SAFFIRE, a new technology designed to save the city
from the effects of climate change. Finding his way
home seems impossible but with the help of Aureole,
a young girl determined to save her city, James just
might be able to fly away and help save the city in the
process.

The Price of Fame
In this book, I wanted to include items from my
personal archive that have played a part in my career
over 60 years, to give the detail behind the detail. Jimmy Page From his early days as a young session
musician, through his years on the world stage with
Led Zeppelin, to his solo work and collaborations,
Jimmy Page has lived a spectacular life in music.
Throughout it all he has amassed an extensive private
archive of iconic guitars, stage costumes and personal
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ephemera. Now, in The Anthology, Jimmy Page is
granting exclusive access to his archive for the first
time, and telling the inside story of his phenomenal
career. In the new text of over 70,000 words, Jimmy
Page guides the reader through hundreds of rare
items, many of which are unseen, others of mythic
status, such as the Gibson double neck guitar, his
dragon emblazoned suit, his white embroidered
poppy suit, and the outfit worn in the concert film The
Song Remains the Same. Also included are
handwritten diaries, correspondence, rare vinyl
pressings, previously unpublished photographs and
much, much more. Created with his full participation,
each piece has been individually selected by Jimmy
Page, and photographed especially for the book. The
result is Jimmy Page: The Anthology. Both reflective
and revealing, it is quite simply the legendary
musician's most comprehensive and fascinating
account of his life to date.

The Book of Enoch
A must-have for Robotech fans--a full-color tie-in to
the new film! Premiering in 1985, Robotech is fondly
remembered for its transforming fighter jets,
distinctive red logo, and pop-idol heroine. Now
twenty-, thirty-, and forty-something fans await the
further adventures and ever-expanding lines of
merchandise in Robotech: The Shadow Chronicles.
The year is 2044. The people of Earth are finally free
from their alien occupiers and prepare to search for
Admiral Hunter's missing fleet. But a deadly new
adversary threatens to test the limits of the
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Expeditionary Force's use of Shadow Technology. . .
Included here is everything fans are looking
for--series history, plot, character, and mecha guides,
plus page after page of detailed film art and
drawings--assembled by the film's director and other
production insiders. The film is due for theatrical
release in 2006 by FUNimation, with a major DVD
release to follow. Robotech is the flagship work of
Harmony Gold USA, one of the industry's top studios,
and the film marks the return of the much-discussed
series of the 1980s that helped create the anime
market outside Japan. Known for his manga/anime
style of storytelling, Shadow Chronicles director
Tommy Yune broke into the mainstream comic
industry in 1999 as writer and artist of the critically
acclaimed Speed Racer: Born to Race, followed by
Racer X and Danger Girl: Kamikaze. Yune is based in
Los Angeles. Carl Macek is an anime veteran and was
executive producer of the original Robotech series.

Memoirs of Honi
Held prisoner deep in the Louisiana bayou, Rosie's
guardian arrives and they're able to find a way out.
Now, evil is stirred up in the swamplands and Rosie
must quickly learn her craft. During her journey she
comes into her powers and makes a huge mistake
that could destroy someone she loves. Meanwhile,
Julian is dealing with his own demons when he
discovers Rosie is closer than he realized. He's come
to terms with his curse but fights it and begins to turn
once again. Even knowing the dire consequences,
Julian decides to speak an ancient Voodoo Haitian
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Mamba to stop his change. Rosie and Julian reunite
and regardless of their individual struggles they must
work together to save those they love.

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
From the author of the international best seller An
Instance of the Fingerpost, Arcadia is an astonishing
work of imagination. In Cold War England, Professor
Henry Lytten, having renounced a career in
espionage, is writing a fantasy novel that dares to
imagine a world less fraught than his own. He finds an
unlikely confidante in Rosie, an inquisitive young
neighbor who, while chasing after Lytten's cat one
day, stumbles through a doorway in his cellar and into
a stunning and unfamiliar bucolic
landscape—remarkably like the fantasy world Lytten
is writing about. There she meets a young boy named
Jay who is about to embark on a journey that will
change both their lives. Elsewhere, in a distopian
society where progress is controlled by a corrupt
ruling elite, the brilliant scientist Angela Meerson has
discovered the potential of a powerful new machine.
When the authorities come knocking, she will make
an important decision—one that will reverberate
through all these different lives and worlds.

Fearless
Over four deadly trials on the island of Mataquin,
North and Rosie must steal four amber mosaics which
are also the final pieces in Tan's deadly endgame to
awaken the legendary and mythical power of the
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Amber Room. With the threat of The End Book still
hanging over them and those they love; Rosie and
North must battle other thieves and fairies to stay
alive and win through the trials. Battling Dragons and
Shadows is hard enough, but when an arranged
marriage forced upon them by the rites of ancient
fairy lore comes to light, it threatens to tear apart
their partnership forever. North and Rosie must
prevail and buy time enough for the spies of the Ange
Gardien to breach the powerful enchantments that
shield the land of Rosie's birthplace, the land of the
three moons, and deliver the vital chain message,
that could change their fate and that of the known
universe. Welcome to The Thief Trials

The Sweet Dream Fairy
A Wizard of Earthsea * The Tombs of Atuan * The
Farthest Shore * Tehanu Ged is but a goatherd on the
island of Gont when he comes by his strange powers
over nature. Sent to the School of Wizards on Roke,
he learns the true way of magic and proves himself a
powerful magician. And it is as the Archmage
Sparrowhawk that he helps the High Priestess Tenar
escape the labyrinth of darkness. But over the years,
Ged witnesses true magic and the ancient ways
submit to the forces of evil and death. Will he too
succumb, or can he hold them back?

Brainjack
Five hundred years into the future, the world is a
different place. The Melt has sunk most of the coastal
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cities and Newperth is divided into the haves, the
have-nots and the fringe dwellers. When Rosie Black,
a have-not, finds an unusual box, she has no idea of
the grave consequences of her discovery. A
mysterious organisation wants it - and will kill to get
it.

Nightshade
In the beginning, there was an apple – And then there
was a car crash, a horrible injury, and a hospital. But
before Evening Spiker's head clears a strange boy
named Solo is rushing her to her mother's research
facility. There, under the best care available, Eve is
left alone to heal. Just when Eve thinks she will die –
not from her injuries, but from boredom—her mother
gives her a special project: Create the perfect boy.
Using an amazingly detailed simulation, Eve starts
building a boy from the ground up. Eve is creating
Adam. And he will be just perfect . . . won't he?

Genesis
Describes the author's unlikely job as a Cornish
Crabber, work that required him to learn how to sail
during a voyage around the Greek Islands.

Reading Beauty
Loretta Marion's debut novel is a twisty page-turner,
expertly blending the webs of mystery, danger and
suspense with the alluring possibility of romance from
a once unrequited love.
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Rabbit and the Motorbike
Follow Rosie Peaks on her first three adventures in
her erotic shifter encounters. Start in Louisiana where
there's more than meets the eye and when she's
rescued by a swamp shifter, her life will never be the
same. But, who would ever believe her tale? Next,
Rosie travels to Hopkinsville, Kentucky where she'll be
covering their famous alien festival. Will the little
green men prove to be nothing more than a folktale
or will these otherworldly beings rock her world in this
steamy alien shifter menage? Last, Rosie is cornered
into covering the Sleepy Hollow Festival in her town of
DuFour, Indiana. Once she starts digging into the
history of Ichabod Crane, she finds herself wanting to
free his ghostly spirit and his lost love from their
pasts. But will fiddling with their past lives shatter her
heart?

The Great Mortality
This is the last book in "The Rose Black Chronicles"
trilogy.

Equinox (paranormal werewolf erotica)
Confessions abound-some of them quite unexpectedin Sheldon Siegel's new legal thriller. Mike Daley
doesn't go to confession much since he left the
priesthood twenty years ago and became a lawyer,
but that doesn't stop his old friend, Father Ramon
Aguirre, from trying to get him there. "It wouldn't kill
you to go to church once in a while," he tells Mike. But
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it does kill someone. For several months, a ruinous
sexual harassment suit has been building against the
San Francisco Catholic Archdiocese, and when the
plaintiff's lawyer is found dead, an apparent suicide,
an almost audible sigh of relief is heard in certain
quarters. But that is before the police find evidence of
murder. Even worse-the evidence points to Father
Aguirre. Mike and his ex-wife law partner, Rosie, jump
in to take the priest's case, but what started out as
difficult soon appears impossible as forensics,
witnesses, and secrets from Father Aguirre's past all
incriminate their client. Soon, their wits are the only
things keeping the priest from a life sentence or
worse, and wits simply may not be enough-unless
they can conjure up a miracle of their own.

Illuminae
After spending his kittenhood months in an underwear
drawer, Muffin is soon sent to the local RSPCA while
waiting for his forever home. He is adopted by a Deaf
girl who uses her hands to talk, and decides to impart
all of his acquired wisdom and knowledge to animals
of all walks of life, via his online blog.

A Tale of Magic
When a fairy's curse—a deathlike sleep via paper
cut—threatens to make her kingdom barren of books,
it's up to space princess Lex to break the spell and
bring books back to her people. Set in the universe of
the acclaimed Interstellar Cinderella, this irrepressible
fairy tale retelling will charm young readers with its
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brave heroine, its star-studded setting, and its
hilarious, heartwarming happy ending.

Genesis
Taking refuge among other teens who are in hiding
from a government that considers their supernatural
powers a threat, Ashala covertly practices her abilities
only to be betrayed, captured and interrogated for
information about the location of her friends. A first
novel.

Mariam Sharma Hits the Road
This personal notebook is packed with 100 lined
pages for all of your work, school, and home writing
needs! Keep your daily thoughts and activities at your
fingertips for fast, easy reference! Convenient 6x9
size fits easily into purse or bag for all of your on-thego note taking! Crisp, clean white paper, will hold
your to-do lists, meeting or class notes, track
schedules, brainstorming ideas, and more! Great gift
idea for friend, co-worker, stocking stuffer or gift
basket! Economical but much appreciated gift! Huge
value! 100 pages! Room to write, plan, and organize!
Gloss Cover features WWII artwork "Rosie the Riveter"

Rebekah (Wives of the Patriarchs Book
#2)
From internationally bestselling author Anthony
Horowitz comes the twelfth thrilling installment of the
Alex Rider series! Follow the world's greatest teen spy
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as he sets off to Gibraltar after the death of Scorpia,
and enters into a battle against a new criminal
organization: Nightshade. Following the shocking
events of Never Say Die, Alex Rider's world has
changed: his biggest enemy, the evil organization
Scorpia, has been destroyed. Alex is hoping his life
can finally go back to normal, that he can go to school
and spend time with his friends--but very quickly
everything changes. A new and dangerous criminal
organization--Nightshade--is rising. When Alex
discovers they've planned a mysterious attack on
London, he will stop at nothing to take them down.
But protecting his home city means facing off a
ruthless new enemy and putting his life at stake,
again. And this time, there's no one to save him if he
makes a mistake. The #1 New York Times and
internationally bestselling Alex Rider series is back
with a vengeance in this edge-of-your-seat adventure.
Perfect for fans of James Bond and Jason Bourne!

Eve and Adam
When her father dies and she is left in the care of her
conniving brother Laban, Rebekah knows her life has
changed forever. Her hope for the future is restored
when she falls in love with her cousin Isaac, and their
relationship starts strong. But marital bliss cannot last
forever, and the birth of their twin sons marks the
beginning of years of misunderstanding,
disagreement, and betrayal. The rift between them
grows wider and wider until it is surely too deep to be
mended. And yet, with God all things are possible.
Join bestselling author Jill Eileen Smith as she fills in
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the blanks around the biblical women behind the men
we know well. Her in-depth research and creative
storytelling bring Rebekah's unique story alive with
romance, heartache, and the power of forgiveness.

Wraith
Where will Antonia's search for truth lead and who will
suffer? When film and TV graduate, Antonia Carlyle
sets out to make a documentary about eighties band,
'The Tough Romantics', she uncovers new facts
surrounding the death of singer song-writer,
Genevieve. This leads her to suspect that the man
arrested for her murder was not the killer. One of the
three surviving band members believes it is time to
settle old ghosts but the other two have gone on to
forge solo careers and don't want Antonia to rake up
the past. One of them knows who the killer is, the
other needs to hide their guilt. A growing psychic link
with the dead girl and the conviction that justice must
be done, drives Antonia to face her own demons,
uncover the past and confront the present.

The Art of Robotech
Honi Tropau takes us on one woman's journey into
the past-the "yesterday" when a 12-year old
Hungarian girl trekked across a continent to realize
her fantasy of America and Honi's own inner voyage
of self-discovery. She had always been haunted by
the notion that a thread of continuity unites
generation to generation, that as we seek to know our
forebears, we discover ourselves. In a chaotic world,
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we finally come to know who we are-not alone in a
mindless universe but a part of a family, the family
that Honi remembers survived.

Black Magic Betrayal
A New York Times Bestseller Brace yourself for
GEMINA—the highly anticipated sequel to the book
critics called “out-of-this-world awesome”—featuring
journal illustrations by bestselling author Marie Lu!
Moving to a space station at the edge of the galaxy
was always going to be the death of Hanna’s social
life. Nobody said it might actually get her killed. The
sci-fi saga that began with the breakout bestseller
Illuminae continues on board the Jump Station
Heimdall, where two new characters will confront the
next wave of the BeiTech assault. Hanna is the station
captain’s pampered daughter; Nik the reluctant
member of a notorious crime family. But while the
pair are struggling with the realities of life aboard the
galaxy's most boring space station, little do they
know that Kady Grant and the Hypatia are headed
right toward Heimdall, carrying news of the Kerenza
invasion. When an elite BeiTech strike team invades
the station, Hanna and Nik are thrown together to
defend their home. But alien predators are picking off
the station residents one by one, and a malfunction in
the station's wormhole means the space-time
continuum might be ripped in two before dinner. Soon
Hanna and Nik aren’t just fighting for their own
survival; the fate of everyone on the Hypatia—and
possibly the known universe—is in their hands. But
relax. They've totally got this. They hope. Once again
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told through a compelling dossier of emails, IMs,
classified files, transcripts, and schematics, Gemina
raises the stakes of the Illuminae Files, hurling
readers into an enthralling new story that will leave
them breathless. Praise for Illuminae: A New York
Times Bestseller A PW Bestseller “Out-of-this-world
awesome.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred “Stylistically
mesmerizing.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “An
arresting visual experience.” —Booklist, Starred “A
game-changer.” —Shelf Awareness, Starred

We Can Do It!
Now an HBO® Film starring Oprah Winfrey and Rose
Byrne #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Her name
was Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa.
She was a poor black tobacco farmer whose
cells—taken without her knowledge in 1951—became
one of the most important tools in medicine, vital for
developing the polio vaccine, cloning, gene mapping,
and more. Henrietta's cells have been bought and
sold by the billions, yet she remains virtually
unknown, and her family can't afford health
insurance. This phenomenal New York Times
bestseller tells a riveting story of the collision
between ethics, race, and medicine; of scientific
discovery and faith healing; and of a daughter
consumed with questions about the mother she never
knew.

God's Big Picture
Kathy is a young witch whose virginal status qualifies
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her to become her coven's Equinox Maiden, the
witches' representative in the mysterious Wild Hunt.
She doesn't mind that nobody seems to know what
the Wild Hunt entails (because long-time crush
Marcus has finally noticed her), at least until the High
Matriarch reveals the true nature of the Hunt, and
Kathy's important role. Book #1 in the Equinox Series
Warning: This story contains some adult language,
sexual situations, and werewolf sex. Not intended for
readers under 18. Word count approx. 6,600. FREE
FREEBIE SHORT STORY

The Fool's Truth
An unforgettable collection of short fiction, poetry and
comic art from Australia and beyond . . . A boy who
tries to fly, a cricket game in a refugee centre, a
government guide to kissing, the perils of hunting
goannas, an arranged marriage, an awkward blind
date, a girl who stands on her head, an imprisoned
king and a cursed Maori stone . . . Sometimes funny,
sometimes dramatic, always compelling, this
collection featuring both established writers and
emerging talent will broaden your horizons and excite
your imagination. Including: James Roy * Tanveer
Ahmed * Michael Pryor * Ursula Dubosarsky * Sonya
Hartnett * Doug MacLeod * Oliver Phommavanh *
Brenton McKenna * Tara June Winch * Sudha Murty *
Oodgeroo

Dark Star
Violet, the Sweet Dream Fairy, protects the sleeping
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children from nightmares and monsters by sprinkling
her magic dust. But Griffin the Goblin has other plans.
He captures Violet, steals her dust, and starts scaring
the children. Violet knows she has to escape and fast,
but how? She'll need some real fairy magic if she
wants to get her dust back and save the children.
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